plains, "To finance his military and political designs, Mohamed Aly introduced long-staple cotton to the Nile delta and built the first modern (Scottish-designed) barrage to increase water supply. The production of cash crops increased twelvefold from 1832 to 1872, generating a surplus that might have been converted into self-sustaining industrial expansion. Engineering became vital to Egypt, and by 1882 the irrigation specialists were largely Egyptian" [3, p. 24] .
To supply the "new order" with engineers, Aly's government established the first School of Engineering in 1816, located in Saladin's Citadel, as well as a regular school in Bulak (Cairo). In 1858, two new engineering schools were created under the government of Ismail (1848-1863) who, even more so than his grandfather Mohamed Aly, wanted to model Egyptian institutions after those in France. Located at the Delta Barrage, north of Cairo, the first of the new schools was dedicated to irrigation while the second, housed in the Citadel, specialized in architecture. They were replaced in 1866 by a single school that included both disciplines: the School of Irrigation and Architecture. Following the French model of the Ecole Polytechnique and Ecole des Mines, the school curricula privileged theoretical studies, especially mathematics. However, soon the Ecole Centrale des Arts et
Manufactures proved a more adequate model since its curriculum was more geared toward industry.
Influence of the British
The arrival of a British occupation force in 1882, motivated by its imperial desires to secure a route to India and to make Egypt a supplier of cotton and an open market for British products, marked the beginning of the end of direct French influence in engineering education and the emergence of a model styled after the British. It also hindered Egypt's industrial development initiated by Mohamed Aly. "Occupying Egypt primarily to secure her route to India," explains Donald M. Reid, historian of modern Egyptian politics at the University of North Carolina, "England wanted to keep the country quiet, minimize European objections to her policies by repaying European creditors, and make Egypt pay for its own occupation" [4, p. 18 [5] .
With growing economic and geopolitical interests in Egypt, the British supported the establishment of the Royal School of Engineering in 1902 to supply the ministries with the necessary technical workforce. British influence in instruction, with its emphasis on workshop training and apprenticeship, was evident at the Royal School. However, the lack of industrial workshops in Egypt forced the School to build its own. One outcome was to continue a model of engineering education entirely in schools, as Charles Andrea, a former director of the Royal School of Engineering, later lamented: "In Egypt, students of engineering have no opportunities, as their colleagues have in England, of being trained for practices in places other than the School of Engineering... This unfortunate situation prevents students from undergoing an apprenticeship, and the School is compelled, in the circumstances, to consider not only the scientific preparation of students, but, at the same time, their introduction into practi- The promise of a pension, along with professional recognition and a growing sense of nationalism, led more than 70% of engineering graduates to join the Syndicate. Social status was particularly important in the growth of the Syndicate. "Creating the syndicate," reports Moore, "involved legally defining an engineer or specifying, in other words, who had the right to add to his name the prestigious title Muhandis. The custom of being addressed as 'Engineer so-and-so' had no precedent in either the French or British traditions that had developed Egyptian engineering, but it survived in Egypt on the grounds that the title is exactly similar to the title of Doctor used by physicians" [3, p. 32] . By the end of the 1940s, Egyptian engineering education and practice had moved away from British interests and begun to address the needs of an emerging nation.
Supporting a New Nation
With the support of the Free Officers, a secret nationalist and revolutionary society that opposed British influence in Egypt and monarchic rule, Gamal Abdel Nasser forced the abdication of King Faruq in 1952. After Egypt proclaimed itself a republic in 1953, Nasser proposed intensive industrialization, the nationalization of the Suez Canal, natural-resource exploitation to fund the domestic economy, and construction of an impressive water and energy infrastructure, including the Aswan Dam.
Seeking large numbers of workers to carry out these projects, Nasser's educational policies were aimed at reforming higher education to produce higher levels of the technical workforce with an emphasis on three main technical branches: engineering, commerce, and agriculture. This emphasis was key to the rapid creation of new faculties and a nearly 400% increase in the higher education community between 1952 and 1969 [7, p. 432 [9] .
In theory, the development of technical institutes alongside the universities was supposed to produce two distinctly different types of engineer: a research-oriented university graduate and an applied engineer for industry. University faculties, particularly at Cairo University, were supposed to graduate engineers for government and research positions. On the other side, the higher institutes were supposed to offer three-year programs and introduce shorter courses to convert more high school graduates into technicians in order to account for the growing need for highly specialized personnel. Ultimately, technical high schools and on-thejob training would replace the higher institutes and shorter academic programs [3, p. 66] .
The challenges of Egypt's social and political realities dictated a different future for this differentiated system of higher technical education. First, Nasser ordered open admission to the university for all high school graduates qualified for higher education, bringing unprecedented numbers of students to the doorsteps of university engineering programs. Second, attracted by the higher status of university degrees, particularly in engineering, parents, students, and teachers pressured officials to include additional years of schooling in the higher institutes to make their degrees equivalent to university degrees. Third, Nasser decreed that the government had to employ every college graduate, irrespective of functional activity, creating a huge demand for engineers that would ultimately prove difficult to sustain [3, p. 78 By the 1960s, most aspiring technicians and engineers became university men and women. Two effects were to create a surplus of degreed engineers within Egypt and to increase the migration of Egyptian engineers to other Arab countries. The movement of technical experts to other Arab countries served Nasser's project of Pan Arabism. Pan Arabism also stimulated the flow of Arab students into Egypt. Whereas Al-Azhar University, as an important center for Islamic learning, drew students from Nigeria and as far away as Indonesia, Cairo University's foreign enrollment was dominated by Sudanese and Palestinians, with Saudis, Syrians, Iraqis, and Lebanese making up much of the remainder [4, p. 199] . The pressure of large numbers in engineering education has been a continuing issue in Egypt.
Recent Developments
Following Nasser's sudden death in 1970, President Anwar al-Sadat continued Nasser's policies of promoting rapid industrialization while developing trade under administrative direction and supervision. Sadat reinforced the presence of engineers in the state bureaucracy in order to give the government a technocratic aura of political neutrality. The portfolios of ministers were increasingly linked to technical domains, such as industry, transport, electricity, irrigation, housing, petroleum, and mining. Also the presence of engineers affirmed the administrative commitment to industrialization and trade [3, p. 168] . Kirk J. Beattie, Professor of Political Science and International Relations, shows how technocrats during the Sadat years "approved many of Sadat's major economic and political reorientations but obviously opposed any change that would challenge the privileged positions ... acquired in the state [during Nasser's government] and the attendant social status. While many grew increasingly attracted by the opportunities to link up with foreign capital through joint ventures, they neither sought nor desired changes that would undercut their continued ability to appropriate state assets" [10] .
The oil booms of 1974 and 1979 offered many Egyptian engineers enhanced opportunities to work in Arab Gulf states [3, p. 211] . Indeed, by 1974 Egypt was supplying 60% of all foreign labor in Arab countries, particularly in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Libya. In the same year, 30% of all Egyptian engineers were working in Arab countries [7] .
Engineering faculties continued to proliferate during the 1970s, partly as a response to a new openness to the United States. The U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID) and other Western agencies provided funding for labs, computers, and faculty training. As Moore reports, "The professors, roughly 40% of whom had been trained in England and the U.S., 30% in the Soviet Bloc, and only 18% in Egypt, were no longer isolated from international technological developments. USAID, for instance, promoted links between Egyptian and American universities and disbursed 30% of their funding to the engineers" [3, p. 216] .
The 1980s brought significant political and economic changes to Egypt. After the assassination of Sadat in 1981, Hosni Mubarak became President, instituting a vigorous economic recovery program and working to build stronger relations with other Arab states. Meanwhile, plummeting oil prices halted the construction boom in the Arab region and diminished employment opportunities for Egyptian engineers in the Arab Gulf states [3, p. 215] . Nevertheless, the popular guarantee of government employment, along with the high status of an engineering degree, promoted a continuing high level of enrollment in engineering programs throughout the country. Now in his fourth six-year term, President Mubarak continues to challenge engineers with major development projects for Egypt. Among these, the New Delta Project was inaugurated in 1997 with the goal of increasing the proportion of its land under irrigation from 5% to 25%. Mubarak City for Scientific Research and Technology Application (MUCSAT) was inaugurated in 2000 with the goal of developing and expanding private industry. Also "Smart Villages," a brain child of Egyptian Prime Minister and former engineering professor at Cairo University Ahmed Nazif is a technopole dedicated to the development of information and communication technology at the outskirts of Cairo which brings together relevant governmental institutions (e.g., Telecom Regulatory Authority, Information Technology Industry Development Agency), foreign high tech companies (e.g., Alcatel, Microsoft, Vodaphone, Ericson) and national research institutes (e.g., National Telecommunication Institute). To improve the quality of the technical workforce supporting these projects, the Ministry of Education has invested heavily in the engineering education infrastructure, as can be seen in the construction of new buildings for new departments and laboratories at the Cairo University Faculty of Engineering.
Furthermore, the government also approved the establishment of Nile University, a graduate, research oriented, private university focused on technology and management with the objective of graduating future industrialists and entrepreneurs and promoting applied research leading to industrial partnerships and technology startups. Foreign aid from the United States continues to play a major role in the development of technical personnel, with USAIDfunded certified training.
Supply Center for Engineers
Engineering education in Egypt is a mirror of the country's history, a result of the confluence of foreign influences (French, British, Swiss, German, Soviet, American) and national desires for sovereignty, development, and Pan-Arabism. American political and economic influence in the most recent period can be seen in the current dominance of the Anglo-Saxon model in engineering education, particularly in such disciplines as electronics, telecommunications, computer engineering, petroleum engineering, biomedical engineering, and aeronautical engineering.
However, the legacy of the Revolution and Nasser's commitment to Pan-Arabism can still be seen in engineering education. For example, on the demand side, the high prestige that the profession achieved during the Nasser era, the commitment of the State to employ engineers that lasted many decades, and increased economic activity in Egypt and the region help explain the continuing growth of engineering enrollments during the past two decades. On the supply side, increasing numbers of high school graduates continue to fuel engineering enrollments. The number of engineering graduates from Egyptian state universities grew from 140 in four disciplines in 1941 to over 12 000 in 2001 in 14 different disciplines (see Fig. 1 ).
During this period, the number of students graduating from the Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University grew from 140 to 1613, and the size of the staff increased from 209 in 1970 to 717 in 2001 [11] . The distribution of graduates in different disciplines has varied over the years according to government priorities for technology areas as well as job markets across the region. Accordingly, in 2002, 32% of the graduating students from the Faculty of Engineering, Cairo University specialized in Electrical Engineering, 21% in Civil Engineering, 13% in Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering, 13% in Architecture, 8% in Petroleum, Mining and Material Engineering, and 5% in Chemical Engineering (see Fig. 2 ).
The legacy of Nasser's policies for open access to higher education, which included equal access to men and women, also helps the large representation of female students in Egyptian engineering education.
While in the early years of the Nasser era female participation was approximately 10%, by 1999/2000 the percentage had increased to 25% in Assiout University (South Egypt) and 35% in Alexandria University, with a national average of 30.5%. (Fig.  3) Chemical Eng., 5% Fig. 2 . Distribution of engineeers graduating from Cairo University among different specializations [13] . 
